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Following on from the hugely enjoyable A RIDE IN THE NEON SUN, Josie takes us on the second
part of her journey through Japan; a country whose keyword is peace, yet spends millions each year
on high-tech armament. Josie's travels are as fascinating as they are varied; she endures a horrific
storm at sea, samples the deadly puffer fish and visits the two cities which will forever symbolise the
horror of war: Nagasaki and Hiroshima. But wherever she goes, no matter how remote or
industrious the area, Josie encounters the friendly, quirky and unbelievably generous Japanese
people, from those who load her down with cabbages and cans of Pocari Sweat to one couple who
left her the key to their shop - and told her to sleep by the till!
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Wishamac

I enjoyed reading the second part of Josie's tour of Japan. It gave a good view of the country outside

of the main tourist centres and I enjoyed her humerous comments.
Lcena

Amazon seems to have several negative reviews of Josie Dew's books that I find baffling. I've just
finished a second book of hers (Sun in My Eyes) and thought it was excellent. Perhaps other
reviewers haven't spent days (and weeks) cycling over mountains and through rainstorms. Josie Dew
seems to do this with aplomb, and her writing is interesting and full of informative detail about
Japan.
In fact, Ms. Dew is full of praise for rural Japan and the overwhelming generosity of the people that
she encountered. She has done her homework in researching the history of Japan and interweaving
it through her story in an interesting way.
The best compliments are that I was sorry to see the book end, that I plan to buy others of her
books, and that her book inspires me to try a cycling trip to Japan.
Hystana

I too cannot understand the negative review. This book is highly amusing and informative. Now that
I have sampled the author's style, I'll read more of her books.
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